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Editorial Note
Especially after featuring Mohammed Fadul from Sudan in a previous issue, I wanted an
issue to focus on an artist from South Sudan. But it is hard to find information about them

online. Artists such as James Aguer Garang, Suleiman Ahmed Abdala, Bol Manas and
Akot Deng Aloth. There's more about the  Ana Taban (I Am Tired) Collective, who are using

the universal appreciation of art and its potential, to generate a spirit of reconciliation in
their homeland.

I hope this issue of IZIBONGO can play a part in generating an interest in the arts in this,
the youngest country on the continent.

I'm happy to present to you, DENG MAJID CHOL.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com – An African School Production

https://reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/izibongo-magazine-2017_28.html

http://rastaites.com/izibongo-issue-7-mohammed-fadul/

54 works created by 54 world-renowned contemporary African artists, one for each of the
54 countries that make up the continent, united around the same source of inspiration: The

illuminated Africa.

This beautiful exhibition, titled “Lumières d’Afriques” ("African Lights"), opened its doors on
Wednesday April 27, 2016, at the Donwahi Foundation for Contemporary Art in Abidjan,
under the auspices of the African Development Bank (AfDB) and the African Artists for

Development (AAD) Fund.

The challenge of access to electricity in Africa is represented there in all its forms:
photographs, paintings, sculptures, installations, videos and performances. Just run

through some of the titles of the works on show for a glimpse of the creativity behind the
exhibition: "Sun for everyone", an acrylic on canvas by Rwandan Epaphrodite Binamungu;
"ANGUKA (FALL)", in partially illuminated capital letters to compose the word "anguka", by

Tanzanian Rehema Chachage; "Under the tree of knowledge", a sculpture in welded
recycled metal by Congolese Freddy Tsimba; "Africa Dreams" an installation in the colours

of the countries of Africa by Moroccan Jamila Lamrani; "My lantern", a composition in
wood, metal and acrylic by Togo’s Tété Camille Azankpo; "Happy People", a painting by
South Sudanese Deng Majid Chol; the "Load-shedding Series", a mosaic of photographs

by Chadian Abdoulaye Barry; "Emity Na-Zahir (Climate change)", an oil on coloured
canvas by Nigerien Ibrahim Chahamata, and so many more... This is "the illuminated

Africa" expressed in 54 works, each one unique.

from African Development Bank Group
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Deng Majid Chol
born  1982 – Abyei, South Sudan



 

Happy People

from The Lumieres D'Afriques Exposition
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from ROOTS of South Sudan



YESTERDAY A BOY
to the Dinka of South Sudan

You better grit your teeth Dinka boy,
You know you can't shout out Dinka boy.

Scarification,
Initiation.

Yesterday a boy,
Today a man;
Ready now,

To defend the clan.
There's a new Dinka man,

In southern Sudan.

You received a blessing Dinka boy,
Now you talk of marrying Dinka boy.

Favourite oxen,
Time of tradition.
Yesterday a boy,

Today a man;
Ready now,

To defend the clan.
There's a new Dinka man,

In southern Sudan.

Your days of dance Dinka boy,
Your days of song Dinka boy.

Ancestral connection,
Cattle presentation.

Yesterday a boy,
Today a man;
Ready now,

To defend the clan.
There's a new Dinka man,

In southern Sudan.

Natty Mark Samuels



from ROOTS of South Sudan



JUBA

from The Niles

Despite the harsh business environment experienced in the country, 36 year old Deng
Majid Chol, a trained laboratory technician, ventured into painting after realising that his

monthly salary could no longer sustain him.''By then I used to do painting as a hobby, but
because of the crisis in the country, I realised it was important to supplement my little

income as a laboratory technician in a water purifying factory. So painting is really helping
me a lot now,'' Deng says.

Painting has opened his mind to the world and enabled him network with people from
different walks of life, Deng says, advising other youth to follow their talents and begin

creating jobs for themselves instead of only struggling for office positions. ''The return from
this job is not big, but here I feel free and I get more money than working in the laboratory.

If I sell one piece per month, that is fine. I get around 100 US. Dollras which is good for
me,'' he says.

from article by Gale Julius 
The Niles
June 2016



from Amazon



from African Artists for Development

It was at this exhibition that Deng Majid Chol represented South Sudan



His artistic research is colourful and symbolic, and revolves around themes of
human activity and how it is influenced by cultural heritage and tradition. He is
predominantly inspired by traditions, beliefs, and the customs and habits of the

Dinka people, an agri-pastoral ethnic group living in South Sudan.  

photo and quote from Lumieres D'Afriques


